A young star-forming galaxy at z = 3.5 with an extended Lyman α halo seen with MUSE 
INTRODUCTION
During the past few decades, our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution has made significant progress thanks to the hundreds of high redshift (z > 3) galaxies which have been detected in dedicated observing campaigns (e.g. Shapley et al. 2003; Vanzella et al. 2009; Stark et al. 2013 ). The main spectral feature used to confirm the distances of these galaxies is the Ly α emission, since E-mail: vera.patricio@univ-lyon1.fr it is the brightest emission line we can observe in distant sources. Unfortunately, many of these objects are too faint to show any other emission line at rest-frame UV wavelengths or, even less likely, continuum and absorption lines, offering a limited picture of the characteristics of high redshift galaxies. The complexity of the Ly α resonant process, which depends not only on the gas dynamics but also on gas density and dust content, also requires the observation of non resonant lines in order to robustly probe the physical properties of such galaxies.
Stacking techniques, which combine spectra or images of Richard et al. 2015) , white squares: 10" × 10" regions around multiple sources that were zoomed in to produce the right side images. Right: Ly α (5476-5494 Å) line images of system 1 multiple images with C iii] (8578-8607 Å) contours overplotted in magenta. All five multiple images are seen both in Ly α and C iii] line images. The Ly α emission extends up to 4" and a small companion, previously unknown, can be seen at about 3 of the main body in the Ly α line image. dozens or even hundreds of objects in order to increase signal-tonoise (e.g. Shapley et al. 2003; Hayes et al. 2014; Momose et al. 2014; Erb et al. 2014) , allow the study of statistically significant properties of high redshift galaxies. In particular their rest-frame UV and optical nebular lines as well as their spatial extension both in continuum and Ly α can be probed (Steidel et al. 2011) , providing an essential clue to understand when most galaxies gather their mass. However, these techniques erase the structure, kinematics and other resolved properties of individual sources, and with it the possibility of learning something new about the detailed physical processes that shape galaxy evolution. Studies of the full 2D extent of Ly α emission in individual sources have been implemented with narrow-band imagers or integral field unit spectrographs (IFU), but have generally focused on extreme objects such as giant Ly α blobs or powerful radio galaxies. The intrinsic brightness of these objects makes it possible to probe deeply into the physics of the gas, even to resolve the spatial variation of the Ly α line at kpc scales (e.g. Weijmans et al. 2010; Swinbank et al. 2015; Prescott et al. 2015) , but ideally, one would like to pursue similar studies on typical high redshift galaxies, which requires a very high signal-to-noise only achievable with the next generation of ground-based optical and near-infrared telescopes.
One way forward is to focus on high-redshift lensed galaxies, since gravitational lensing not only boosts the total observed flux of the sources but also enlarges them, making them ideal targets for resolved properties studies. There is already a small but growing collection of such lensed galaxies studied in rest-frame UV from z = 1.4 to 4.9 (Pettini et al. 2002; Fosbury et al. 2003; Villar-Martín et al. 2004; Cabanac et al. 2008; Quider et al. 2009; DessaugesZavadsky et al. 2010; Christensen et al. 2012a,b; Bayliss et al. 2014) , that probe L type galaxies at a resolution impossible to achieve without the lensing effect. To date, many of these studies have been performed with long-slit spectroscopy, due to technological constraints, which allows properties such as metallicity, star formation rate and age to be derived but with limited spatiallyresolved information. IFU observations are therefore desirable in order to obtain a full 2D picture of such resolved properties in individual galaxies. However, even with magnification produced by lensing, this is also challenging from a technological point of view, and currently studies have focused mainly on z < 3 galaxies in the near-infrared (Stark et al. 2008; Yuan et al. 2011; . So far there have only been two examples of such studies at z > 3: the z = 5 lensed galaxies in MS1358.4+6245 and RCS0224-0002 (Swinbank et al. 2007 (Swinbank et al. , 2009 ).
Combining gravitational lensing magnification with the unique efficiency of the MUSE (Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer) integral-field spectrograph it is already possible to obtain increase the number of resolved studies in high redshift sources. Here we present the 2D morphology and kinematics of a M = 10 9 M galaxy as well as the analysis of emission and absorption features seldom accessible at these redshifts. This galaxy is a stronglylensed system of 5 images at z = 3.5 (Fig. 1) , first reported by Christensen et al. (2012a) . It was detected in the HST image of the massive cluster SMACSJ2031.8-4036 obtained as part of SMACS, the Southern extension of the MAssive Cluster Survey (MACS, Ebeling et al. 2001) . New spectroscopic data were obtained during MUSE commissioning time, giving rise to an improved lens model of the cluster core .
The paper is organised as follows: in Sect. 2 we detail the observations and data reduction; in Sect. 3 we describe the data analysis, including the extraction of spectra and line images from the MUSE data cube. The results and discussion of spectral and morphological features are presented in Sect. 4, while detailed spectral modelling of the Ly α profiles and its interpretation is shown in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6 we summarise and conclude. Throughout this paper, we adopt a Λ-CDM cosmology with Ω=0.7, Ω m =0.3 and H = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 and use proper transverse distances for sizes and impact parameters.
MUSE OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
MUSE is an integral field optical spectrograph (4750 to 9350 Å in nominal mode) with a field of view of 1×1 arcmin 2 (Bacon et al. 2010) . The field of view is divided into 24 sub-fields (channels) and each of them is sliced into 48 which are dispersed by a grating and projected onto the detector (one per channel). The data has a spatial sampling of 0.2 × 0.2 and a spectral sampling of 1.25 Å for each voxel (volumetric pixel) in the final data cube. MUSE large field of view and medium resolution spectroscopy (∼1500-3500), makes it particularly efficient in the study of gravitational lenses, since it simultaneously provides both the spatial location and redshift of multiply lensed images, which are essential for constraining the lensing models.
The data used in this paper were obtained over several nights of the second MUSE commissioning run, between April 30 and May 7 2014. The observing strategy combined a small dithering pattern with rotations of the field of view. This was done in order to avoid systematics by minimising the slice pattern that arises during the image reconstruction process from the small gaps between slices at the CCD level. The pointing coordinates were randomly selected from a box of 1.2 × 1.2 centred on the cluster and the rotation angle was varied by 90 degrees between two consecutive pointings. The instrumental wobble introduces an additional random offset of 0.1-0.3 . In total, 33 exposures of 1200 s each were acquired with a measured maximum offset of 0.82 in RA and 0.98 in DEC from the central point.
The data reduction was performed with version 1.0 of the MUSE pipeline (Weilbacher al., in prep) . Basic calibrationwhich includes bias subtraction, flat fielding correction, wavelength and geometrical calibrations -is applied to individual exposures using the muse bias, muse flat, muse wavecal and muse scibasic pipeline recipes. Calibration data were chosen to match, closely as possible, the instrument temperature of each exposure, since channel alignment is sensitive to this temperature. After these first processing step, exposures are saved as 24 individual pixel tables, one per channel, where listing the calibrated fluxes at each CCD pixel.
The next step is applying flux and astrometric corrections and combines the several channels of each exposure with the muse scipost recipe. The pipeline performs sky subtraction by fitting a model of the sky spectrum to the data and subtracting it. Several tests were performed with different fractions of the fieldof-view used to estimate the sky spectrum and different spectral samplings of the continuum and lines, but since there were no significant quality differences between the several trials, we adopted the default parameters: 30% of sky fraction, continuum and line sampling of 1.25 Å. This process results in 33 individual data cubes with 312 × 322 × 3681 voxels (spatial × spatial × spectral). Telluric correction, derived from the standard star, is also applied at this point of the reduction. Sky subtraction is furthermore improved using zap (Zurich Atmosphere Purge, Soto et al., in prep.), a principal component analysis method, aimed at removing systematics remaining after sky subtraction. zap estimates sky residuals in spatial regions free from bright continuum objects and subtracts these residuals in the entire field of view. Finally, several standard stars were reduced and their respective response curves produced and compared. We used them to calibrate the flux in science frames, rejecting response curves taken under non photometric conditions. Before combining all 33 individual cubes into one single data cube, the sky transmittance during each exposure was estimated by measuring the integrated flux of the brightest stars in the field. The highest transmittance was taken as the photometric reference and in the final combination each exposure's flux was rescaled to match the reference. The positions of the stars were measured and used to correct the small offsets between exposures (due to the aforementioned instrumental wobbling) before averaging all cubes into a single data cube. A 3 σ-clipping rejection for cosmic rays was used during the combination and the combined cube was also corrected with zap. Since the background spectral shape was found not to be flat we estimated the median value of the background on each wavelength plane, by masking bright objects and averaging the 100 nearest planes (50 to the red and 50 to the blue), then subtracted this value from the respective wavelength plane.
We measured the seeing by fitting a 2D circular moffat profile to the brightest star, obtaining FWHM values in the combined cube of 0.72" and 0.63" at 6000 and 9000 Å respectively (see Table 1 for details of individual exposures), with a wavelength dependence similar to the deep MUSE data from Bacon et al. (2015) . Photometry was checked to be in accordance with the HST data up to 8% by comparing the flux of the brightest star measured on HST data and on an equivalent image produced by integrating the MUSE cube using the HST transmittance filter. The variance is propagated by the pipeline trough the reduction process for each individual CCD pixel, resulting in a final cube with a variance value associated to each voxel. 
DATA ANALYSIS
In this section we describe the steps taken to extract emission line images and spectra needed to measure the spectrophotometric properties of the system from the MUSE data cube. Since this is a lensed system, we also detail the corrections applied to recover the undistorted morphology of the galaxy as well as its intrinsic flux.
Line image analysis
In order to study the Ly α emission morphology we extract an image around the Ly α line (5480-5490 Å, observed) from the data cube, choosing the spectral width that maximise its signal-to-noise ratio. We correct this image by subtracting a continuum line image, produced by averaging two other images, one blueward and the other redward of Ly α . An equivalent procedure is used to create a line image of the C iii] emission (8580-8595 Å), carefully choosing the red and blue continuum images to avoid emission lines and sky residuals.
All five multiple images of system 1 detected with HST are seen both in Ly α and C iii] line images, with smaller spatial extension in C iii] and an offset of up to ∼ 0.4" between the Ly α and C iii] peaks (see Fig. 2 ). We adopt the same nomenclature as Richard et al. (2015) to refer to the multiple images, from the most magnified image -1.1&1.2 -to the least. All multiple images show consistent spatially extended emission in Ly α , up to 4" in image 1.3. A small companion (identified as system 2 in Richard et al. 2015 ) is also clearly visible near each image, about 2.3-3.2" away from the main component, and is associated with a very faint (F814W ∼ 28 AB) HST point source (Fig. 2) .
Source plane reconstruction
We use the well-constrained mass model derived from the 12 multiple image systems identified in the HST image and detected in the MUSE data cube to demagnify the images and recover the intrinsic source morphology. This is done by inverting the lens equation and putting the observed pixels on a regular source plane grid, while conserving surface brightness. All 5 multiple images are comparable to each other in the source plane, though some small differences in configuration arise due to the position of the caustic lines along the extension of the galaxy and the source plane PSF shape (see Fig. 3 ). The small offset between Ly α and continuum peak emission is confirmed in all images (∼0.6 kpc). The relative position of the companion in all 5 multiple images is well reproduced by the model, which confirms that this smaller source is physically close to the main body (∼11.2 kpc). The companion is ∼ 7 times intrinsically fainter in Ly α than the main body and it is not detected in the C iii] line image. This is confirmed in the 1D spectrum, where no other emission line besides Ly α is detected (see Sect. 4.1).
Although images 1.1&1.2 have a very high magnification factor, since they are very close to the critical line, neither is a complete image of the original source. Conversely, image 1.3, the second brightest image, is very nearly a complete image of the source, thus we will focus the spatial analysis on this observation. Image 1.5 is the only truly complete image of the galaxy, but is also the least magnified. In this multiple image, an additional, faint, Ly α structure can be seen towards the north-east (green circle in the right panel of Fig. 3 ), which is not expected to be seen in images 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 since it lies outside of the caustic line.
Spectrum extraction and magnification factors
To maximise the signal-to-noise ratio in the extracted spectrum, we use the C iii] line image to define a 3σ surface brightness threshold at ∼ 2.8 × 10 −19 erg/s/cm 2 /arcsec 2 . This level encloses three compact regions at the peak of images 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, all probing the same physical region in the source plane (within 500 pc) despite having different magnification factors. Light contamination by cluster members is a concern at the location of images 1.1&1.2 and we correct it by subtracting a scaled cluster member spectrum, using the spectral slope of image 1.3 (further from cluster members) as a reference. We find that the continuum slope of this decontaminated spectrum is in good agreement with the fit from Christensen et al. (2012a) , who obtained a slit spectrum of the central part of image 1.2.
After extracting this high signal-to-noise spectrum (which throughout the analysis is refered to as the combined spectrum), we investigate differences between spectra extracted from different locations, focusing on image 1.3. Inspecting the spectral profile of Ly α on a pixel-by-pixel basis, we find that -remarkably -all profiles have a similar appearence, regardless of their location in the galaxy. This motivated us to extract spectra from regions where physical differences would be expected. In particular, we choose to explore two different regions: the central part of the galaxy, with strong C iii] and continuum emission, and the outer part (halo), containing Ly α emission.
We start with the previously defined C iii] regions and extract a central spectrum in image 1.3. We then define in a similar way a more extended region containing the full extent of detected Ly α emission, excluding the companion. A 2σ threshold in the Ly α line image (∼ 3.75×10
−19 erg/s/cm 2 /arcsec 2 ), defines this . total spectrum (see upper left panel of Fig. 4 ). The halo spectrum is defined by excluding the central region from this total spectrum. Due to the seeing, we estimate 38% of the central continuum emission to be present in the halo spectrum, that we correct by rescaling the central spectrum flux to include this missing fraction, and correct the halo spectrum to remove the contribution from the central region. Finally, the spectrum of the companion is selected by defining a circular region of 1.2" radius centred on the brightest pixel of image 1.3, and the respective spectra are extracted. In total, the extraction results in the 5 following spectra that we use in the next sections to derive the physical properties of the system:
• Combined: with maximum signal-to-noise, achieved by combining the central region of images 1.1&1.2 and 1.3;
• Total: extracted from an extended region of image 1.3 based on the Ly α line image;
• Central: extracted from the central region of image 1.3 based on the C iii] line image;
• Halo: extracted from the total region of image 1.3 but excluding the central region;
• Companion: nearby compact source detected in Ly α line image (see Fig. 2 ).
The magnification factors of the several regions needed to recover the intrinsic fluxes of these spectra were calculated using the Richard et al. (2015) mass model. Images 1.1&1.2 are a special case, since they do not image the entire galaxy: the central region corresponds only to 43% of the total image and the extended region (defined in Ly α ) to 37% . Taking these factors into account, we estimate a total magnification factor of 26 for the combined spectra. After magnification correction, the central region contains 40 ± 2% of the total flux and the halo 60 ± 2%.
In the following sections the detailed physical properties of this object will be discussed in detail. With a magnification corrected rest-frame UV magnitude of -21.14 AB, this galaxy has a typical L * luminosity at this redshift (Steidel et al. 2011) . It has a global equivalent width of 32 Å, classifying it as a Ly α emitter, and a Ly α luminosity of 5.6×10 42 erg s −1 , similar to the typical luminosity of narrow band surveys for redshifts z∼3 (Garel et al. 2015) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present and discuss the integrated properties that can be derived from the spectral analysis of the combined spectrum, such as temperature, density and metallicity. We then focus on the (1) in white, halo (2) in colour and companion (3) also in colour (colour bar encodes the observed Ly α surface brightness). The extraction region of the total spectrum corresponds to the sum of regions 1 and 2. The panels show the Ly α line of regions 1 to 3 and the one extracted from the total region (in dashed black). Table 2 . Ly α line measurements on image 1.3 (total, centre and halo, see Fig. 4 ) and on the combined (high signal-to-noise) spectrum from all multiple images. Observed fluxes are uncorrected for magnification and EW are given in rest frame. ∆v is relative to the systemic redshift. µ is the magnification factor of the corresponding region. (*) Estimated from the F814W photometry resolved properties of image 1.3, comparing Ly α with continuum and C iii] emission.
Spectral features
To derive the integrated properties we make use of the combined spectrum, which corresponds to the central region of the galaxy, but has higher signal-to-noise that the central spectrum of image 1.3 alone (see Fig. 6 ). We measure a systemic redshift of 3.50618 ± 0.00005 by simultaneously fitting the strongest available emission lines -He ii λ1640 , O iii] λλ1661, 66 and C iii] λλ1907, 09. Christensen et al. (2012a) report z = 3.5073 from multiple emission lines but the small difference is due to an incorrect heliocentricbarycentric velocity correction in their analysis. Line properties are measured by fitting a Gaussian profile to emission lines and a constrained Gaussian fit to the C iii] doublet, fixing the wavelength ratio between lines to its theoretical value. As for the Ly α emission line, and some absorption lines where the profile was clearly asymmetric, we defined an asymmetric Gaussian profile by allowing the FWHM of two half gaussians to freely vary, while forcing the peak value of both to coincide at the same wavelength. Instead of using the pipeline propagated variance to estimate the errors, as it does not include noise correlation, we generate five hundred realisations of the observed spectrum, by randomly picking the flux level at each wavelength from a Gaussian distribution. The mean of this gaussian distribution is the observed spectrum intensity and its sigma is the pipeline propagated error. The absolute value of the error was scaled so that the realisations would keep the same signal-to-noise ratio as the observed continuum spectrum, so that we empirically reproduce pixel correlation. The wavelength calibration error (0.03 Å) was added in quadrature to error estimations of the line peaks. Results for the combined spectrum are listed in Table 3 . The most noticeable characteristic of the four Ly α profiles from the different regions defined in image 1.3 -central, halo, total and companion (see Fig. 4 ) -is how similar they all look: the line profile is clearly asymmetric with very close velocity shifts relative to the systemic redshift (∼ 178 km s −1 ), except the companion, which is slightly blue-shifted (∼ 20km s −1 ) relative to the other 3 spectra (see Table 2 ). A similar result has been reported by Swinbank et al. (2007) in a z = 4.88 lensed galaxy and in the local galaxy Haro 2 (Mas- Hesse et al. 2003) .
Unlike the companion and halo spectra, which do not show any other prominent line besides Ly α , the central spectrum displays a wealth of other emission lines, that can be used to derive many integrated properties. We identify the following lines: the O iii] λλ1661, 66 and C iii] λλ1907, 09 doublets which are clearly resolved, the N iv] λλ1483, 86 doublet and the He ii λ1640 line, previously undetected in Christensen et al. 2012a (see Fig. 6 ) and Si II λ1882, 92. Also worth noticing is the Si ii * emission line, a fine structure transition line also reported by Erb et al. (2010) in a low metallicity z = 2.3 lensed galaxy and in local galaxies (e.g. LARS -Rivera- Thorsen et al. 2015) and Green Peas galaxies Henry et al. (2015) .
The average intrinsic velocity dispersion, after correcting for the line spread function, is 61±8 km s −1 , excluding the N v] line and the N iv] doublet that show a higher dispersion. Our data also confirm that there is no AGN present in this system, since the measure a C iii] / Ly α ratio of 0.07, much lower than the 0.125 value measured in a sample of narrow-line AGN LBG (Shapley et al. 2003 ). Finally, we derive a rest-frame UV absolute magnitude of −21.1 AB (magnification corrected and assuming no extinction), equiv- Table 4 . Absorption line measurements from the central region spectrum combining signal from all multiple images. Flux corresponds to observed flux (without magnification correction). Observed wavelengths (λ obs ) are given in air and σ is corrected for instrumental broadening.
alent to an L * galaxy at this redshift. Using the Kennicutt (1998) conversion (SFR = L ν × 1.4 10 −28 /µ), assuming a Salpeter IMF, we obtain a current, magnification corrected, SFR of ∼ 17.5 M /yr.
The extraordinary quality of the data also reveals absorption lines at high signal-to-noise, many of them sufficiently resolved to clearly display an asymmetric profile, with an elongated blue tail, generally interpreted as tracing absorption by outflowing material (e.g. Shapley et al. (2003) ). In our case, the maximum of absorption seems to arise from static gas: we did not find any velocity shift of the peak of the low ionisation absorption lines (Si ii λ1260 , Si ii λ1302 , Si ii λ1304 , C ii λ1334 and Si ii λ1526 ) with respect to the systemic redshift (see Fig. 5 ). We follow an equivalent procedure to fit the absorption lines as the one described above for the emission lines, except that we used an asymmetric profile, constructed as two half gaussians with independent FWHM but the same peak intensity, to fit the strongest absorption lines. From these measurements we derive a larger velocity dispersion for the absorptions (150 ± 18 km s −1 ) compared to the emission lines. A number of strong absorption lines appear in the spectrum at wavelengths which do not match with any feature of the 3.5062 redshift system. They are most likely due to absorptions produced by systems within the line of sight. Indeed, we confidently identified three pairs of absorption lines as Si iv λ1394, 1403 and C iv λ1548, 51 doublets, due to their characteristic line ratios, and the derived redshifts are a good match to the redshift of single image s2 (z = 2.982), multiple-image systems 4 (z = 3.340) and 12 (z = 3.414) from Richard et al. (2015) . We present a brief analysis of these intervening absorbers in Appendix A.
Physical parameters from integrated spectrum
The next subsections are dedicated to the analysis of the properties of the emission and absorption lines, from which we derive the gas density, temperature and covering fraction, as well as the analysis of the continuum, from which we derive the stellar population content of the galaxy and estimate metallicity. Within this Section we use the combined spectrum, described in Sect. 3.
Temperature and density from line ratio diagnostics
From the MUSE data, we have access to four line ratio diagnostics, which we complement with previous X-Shooter results (Christensen et al. 2012b) to obtain a more comprehensive view. Three electron density diagnostics come from MUSE data exclusivelly -N iv] λ1483/λ1486 , Si iii] λ1883/λ1892 and C iii] λ1907/λ1909 1908.73 8598.84 ± 0.25 3417 ± 77 59.9 ± 1.0 2.11 ± 0.13 Table 3 . Emission line measurements from the central region spectrum combining signal from all multiple images. Flux corresponds to observed flux (without magnification correction). Observed wavelengths (λ obs ) are given in air and σ was corrected for instrumental broadening. The maximum absorption at zero velocity suggests that most of the neutral gas is at rest, although the extended blue wind indicates that some outflowing gas is also present. Lower panel: covering fraction derived by 3 different methods. Blue: directly fitting equation 1 to the Si ii λ1260 , Si ii λ1304 , Si ii λ1526 lines. Red: using all low ionisation lines from the first panel and calculating covering fraction assuming saturation. Green: Selecting only the lines with the highest oscillator strengths (Si ii λ1260 ( f ∼ 1.22), C ii λ1334 ( f ∼ 0.13) and Si ii λ1526 ( f ∼ 0.13), and assuming saturation. Comparing the solution found by directly solving equation (1) with all available lines under the saturation assumption, it is clear that not all elements are saturated. By selecting the elements with the highest oscillator strength (hence more easily saturated) a much better agreement is achieved.
-for which we measure ratios of 0.204 ± 0.025, 1.228 ± 0.120 and 1.490 ± 0.055, respectively. We update the previous electron temperature measurement from the O iii] λλ1661, 66 / O iii] λ5009 diagnostic by combining both data sets. To do this, we rescale the X-Shooter line fluxes so that the strong C iii] doublet has the same intensity as the MUSE spectrum, and we measure an
.03 obtained by Christensen et al. (2012b) ). Using the pyneb package (Luridiana et al. 2012) we study the possible temperature and density combinations for these line ratios also including the O ii] λ3729/λ3726 diagnostic reported in Christensen et al. (2012b) (see Fig. 7 ). We find that the O ii] λ3729/λ3726 , O iii] λλ1661, 66 / O iii] λ5009 and C iii] λ1907/λ1909 diagnostics are compatible and indicate a gas temperature of 16500 ±200 K and a density of ∼ 300 ± 700 cm −3 where the errors were estimated from the region limits where the several diagnostics (except for N iv]) agree. This temperature is well within the typical values found for other high-redshift lensed galaxies -13000 to 25000 K (James et al. 2014; Villar-Martín et al. 2004; Erb et al. 2010 ). On the other hand, the density is lower than what was measured in other lensed galaxies, that nevertheless span a large range of values: from 600 to 5000 cm −3 for the Clone, the Cosmic Horseshoe and J0900+2234 lensed galaxies (Wuyts et al. 2012; Bian et al. 2010; Hainline et al. 2009 ). The ∼ 300 cm −3 we obtain are more typical of giant H ii regions in the nearby universe and are also consistent with the typical density (100 cm −3 ) found in low metallicity local galaxies with compact H ii regions (Morales-Luis et al. 2014).
Contrastingly, the N iv] λλ1483, 86 electron density diagnostic points to a much higher density (> 10 5 cm −3 ) at this temperature. Discrepancies between line diagnostics have been previously reported in high redshift studies (e.g. Villar-Martín et al. 2004) with one possible explanation for this being the local variations in density and temperature within the galaxy, that are not disentangled in an integrated spectrum, resulting in incompatible diagnostic results. To test if any spatial variation of local density and temperature could be seen within the MUSE data, we measure the C iii] λ1907/λ1909 ratio at several spatial positions in the central part of the galaxy, but found no significant change, with a ratio varying between 1.533 to 1.536. Another possible explanation is that N 3+ is a higher ionisation line, thus probing higher ionisation zones, that can have a considerably higher density, which could ex- . Range of electron density and temperature allowed by our emission line ratio diagnostics. Most diagnostics agree on a temperature of ∼16500 K and an electron density of ∼ 300 cm −3 . The discrepancy of the N iv] λλ1483, 86 diagnostic can be due to its higher ionisation energy, that would limit it to probe higher density regions (closer to the ionising source).
plain why this diagnostic points to a higher density compared to the ones from lower ionisation lines.
Neutral gas covering fraction
In this subsection we derive the neutral gas covering fraction from absorption lines depth. For a particular velocity bin, the intensity of the absorption lines can be related to the covering fraction by the following equation:
where I is the observed line intensity normalised to the continuum level, f c the covering fraction, f the oscillator strength, λ the transition wavelength and N the column density. discuss two possible approaches to derive the covering fraction with this equation: using at least two low-ionisation lines and solving the system for the density and covering fraction or assuming that the lines are saturated (λN 3.768 × 10 14 ) which simplifies expression (1) to I = 1 − f c . We follow both procedures, using Si ii λ1260 , Si ii λ1304 and Si ii λ1526 lines to derive a covering fraction solving equation (1) (see Fig. 5 ). For the saturation assumption, we made a first test averaging all low ionisation lines: the three aforementioned Si ii lines as well as Si ii λ1302 and C ii λ1334 and directly calculating the covering fraction. From this average we obtain a lower covering fraction for every velocity bin, which indicates that the saturation assumption is not valid, at least, for all lines. We repeat the same method, this time only using the lines with higher oscillator strengths (hence more easily saturated): Si ii λ1260 , Si ii λ1304 and Si ii λ1526 lines. The covering fraction obtained with the average profile of these lines (lower panel of Fig. 5 ) is in good agreement with the result obtained without the approximation, suggesting that these three Si ii lines must be close to saturation.
We obtain a maximum covering fraction of 0.4 at v= 0 km s
which suggests most of the neutral gas in this galaxy is at rest. However, it should be noticed that a covering fraction smaller than 1 in each velocity bin does not allow to conclude that the global covering fraction of the gas traced is lower than 1 (see figure 17 in Rivera- Thorsen et al. 2015 , for an illustration). Given the shape of the Ly α profile emergent from this galaxy, the covering fraction of the scattering medium is most certainly 1, since the profile does not peak at the systemic redshift, but is redshifted by ∼170 km/s, which means no intrinsic Ly α emission is seen (Behrens et al. 2014; Verhamme et al. 2015) .
We also compare this system with the sample of z ∼ 4 lensed galaxies analysed by , where the evolution of the maximum outflow velocity and maximum absorption depth with redshift is analysed ( figure 5 of the cited paper) . The values that we obtain for this particular galaxy, −500 km s −1 for the maximum velocity where outflowing gas is still present and maximum covering fraction of 0.4, are in good agreement with the z ∼ 4 sample presented. In the same work, a correlation of the maximum absorption depth with Ly α equivalent width is presented and, once more, our results agree with the derived correlation.
Stellar populations
The continuum signal from this magnified galaxy is also high enough to allow us to probe stellar populations. We chose to do so with the full spectral fitting technique, using the starlight code (Cid Fernandes et al. 2005) , that produces a model spectrum from a linear combination of simple stellar population spectra, convolved with a kinematic kernel and corrected for extinction, to find the stellar population model that best matches an observed spectrum. Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999 ) stellar populations were used as templates to fit the spectrum, with absolute metallicities of 0.001, 0.002, 0.008, 0.014 and 0.040 and ages between 2 Myr and 3 Gyr. We prefer instantaneous burst models, since continuous star formation models are not simple to interpret in this linear combination method, and use the Geneva tracks with zero rotation and the Kroupa (2001) IMF. The Calzetti (Calzetti et al. 2000) extinction law is adopted in all fits.
We build six different libraries of stellar populations, which are used to independently fit the observations: five with a single metallicity spanning ages from 2 Myr to 3 Gyr, and one with an equal number of models of each metallicity, but with ages only from 2 Myr to 600 Myr and a coarser time grid than the single metallicities libraries. To estimate errors, we generate 100 realisations of the observed spectra (using the same method as described in Sect. 4.1) and perform the fit with the same parameters, taking the errors as the standard deviation of the 100 results. All emission lines are masked before the fit, as well as all absorption lines confidently identified as features of systems in the line of sight. We also masked stellar winds and ISM lines (not easily reproduced by UV spectral models) but this did not affect the results of the fit.
All five model spectra from the single metallicity libraries provide similar fits to the data (upper panel of Fig. 8 ), which confirms that precise metallicity estimations are hard to obtain from full spectral fitting in the UV. The models fail to correctly reproduce the intensity of the observed N v emission, where models predict a fainter emission, although as broad as seen in the observed spectrum. They also do not reproduce the complex C iv] profile, which is not surprising given that this line is a mixture of stellar and ISM emission and highly dependent on stellar winds, which are still poorly modelled. On the other hand, other absorption features such as Si ii λ1260 , C ii λ1334 are well reproduced by all models. The different libraries also give comparable results: most of the flux can be reproduced by very young populations with ages up to 10 Myr (middle panel of Fig. 8 ), whereas most of the mass is created at >100Myr lookback time (lower panel of the same figure). The model with all available metallicities has a very similar spectral shape to the others, and also shows a strong burst at 10 Myr and most mass (∼ 98%) being created between 300 and 350 Myr, with exclusively the lowest metallicity populations (Z=0.001). This preference for lower metallicity stellar populations in the mixed library and the fact that the lowest χ 2 of the fits is found using populations with Z=0.001 (0.07 Z ) suggests that this is a low stellar metallicity object. All spectral models obtained have low extinction (see Table 5 ) which is in good agreement with the previous results in Christensen et al. (2012a) .
We obtain current stellar masses -the mass of the initial gas cloud assumed in burst models of stellar populations accounting for mass losses by winds and supernovae -of M = 6.7 ± 0.2, 6.5 ± 0.3, 6.7 ± 0.4, 2.1 ± 0.3, 1.9 ± 0.2 ×10 9 M for the lowest to the highest single-metallicity libraries and M = 4.1 ± 0.2 × 10 9 M for the mixed library. To derive this, we use the combined spectrum to ensure the highest signal-to-noise possible, but rescale its continuum level to match the magnification corrected flux of the central spectrum, which contains the total continuum flux. The masses are marginally higher than the ones derived by Christensen et al. (2012a) . The difference probably arises from the improved cluster mass model (and consequently the magnification factors) and a better estimate of the total flux with IFU data. Throughout the rest of the analysis, we assume that the mass of the galaxy is 6.7 ± 0.2 × 10 9 , the one obtained with the lowest metallicity library, the fit with the lowest χ2.
Another possible approach to the study of stellar populations is to analyse the He ii λ1640 equivalent width that Brinchmann et al. (2008) suggest as a metallicity and age indicator. As a very high ionisation energy is needed to ionise He ii , this line is an indicator of the presence of Wolf-Rayet stars, and can therefore be used as an age indicator. Because the equivalent width of He ii will depend on the ratio of Wolf-Rayet and O stars which in turn depends on metallicity, it can also be used as a metallicity indicator. If we compare the measured equivalent width (∼ 1 Å) with the expected EW for continuous star formation models (see figure 1 of Brinchmann et al. 2008) this value corresponds to stellar formation from about 3 Myr earlier. Although these are smoothed, simplified models of real star formation histories, this seems consistent with the younger stellar populations we found with the stellar population models fit (2-8 Myr). Nevertheless, an equivalent width of 1Å implies a much higher stellar metallicity for these continuous star formation models: at least 0.4 Z compared with the preferred 0.07 Z from the stellar populations modelling. Brinchmann et al. (2008) also explore the effects of bursts, concluding that the equivalent width of He ii could be strongly boosted for a very short period of time right after a recent episode of star formation which, in this case, would mean a boost of about 50% in the strength of the He ii line in order to achieve the lowest metallicities considered in their models (0.2 Z ). Although we should be careful about drawing conclusions from the He ii equivalent width, since the study was made for continuous star formation and simplified star formation histories, it seems to also point to the strong and recent burst scenario found with the full spectrum fitting.
Stellar and ISM metallicity from absorption features
From the previous stellar population analysis we find that it is not possible to constrain the stellar metallicity with confidence. This prompts us to explore another method, based on empirically cali- Table 6 . Direct metallicity estimations following the work of Sommariva et al. (2012) brated equivalent widths of faint absorption UV features. Of the 5 possible metallicity indicators explored by Sommariva et al. (2012) -F1370, F1425, F1460, F1501, F1978 -we discard the first due to contamination by an intervening absorber and the last since sky residuals in this region are too high. To calculate the equivalent width of the remaining features, we normalise the spectrum following by the procedure described in Rix et al. (2004) : several continuum points, free of emission and absorption lines, are used to estimate the continuum level using a low-order spline. The equivalent width of the features within the spectral windows defined by Sommariva et al. (2012) are then estimated and the pseudo continuum calibrations used to obtain the metallicity (see Fig. 9 ). The error is estimated by removing one of the continuum intervals at a time and recalculating the normalisation and the equivalent width measurement, and the standard deviation this sample is taken as the error. The metallicities from the F1425 and F1460 indices agree to within an order of magnitude, but for the F1501 index the obtained metallicity is unphysical (Table 6 ). The obtained metallicities -Z = 0.0424 ± 0.0085 Z and 0.0678 ± 0.0078 Z -are lower but still comparable with our best measurement from the stellar population analysis (0.07 Z ), which is also the lowest possible metallicity in the Starburst99 models, and which once more suggests that this is a low stellar metallicity system. We also use a similar method to explore the ISM metallicity, following Leitherer et al. (2011) prescription to calculate the equivalent width of several ISM absorption lines. In their work, a sample of local galaxies with known metallicities is used to study how these features would correlate with metallicity, concluding that the Si ii λ1260 , O i and Si ii λ1303 blend, C ii λ1334 and Si ii λ1526 absorptions are correlated to galaxy metallicity. In Fig. 10 we present the local galaxy measurements from figure 15 of Leitherer et al. (2011) , adding in our object for comparision. Although it is not possible to directly estimate metallicity following this method, our equivalent width measurements seem to follow the overall correlation of galaxies at low metallicities, with 12 + log(O/H) ∼ 7.5 -7.9, which corresponds to a solar metallicity of 0.065 to 0.16 Z , Model spectra in colour, observed spectrum in black and masked regions in shaded grey. Despite small differences, all models equally reproduce the continuum and fail to reproduce wind emission features such as C iv λ1548, 51 Lower Panels: Single stellar populations -age in abscissa and metallicity colour coded -used in each of the five stellar spectrum, with the same colour as the above panel. The middle panel presents the contribution to the model of each individual stellar population in flux and the lower panel the contribution in mass. Despite the different age distributions of each model they all display a strong star forming period at around 10 Myr and predict that most of the stellar mass (>80%) was created 100 and 600 Myr of lookback time. a value that is comparable or slightly higher than the stellar metallicity, a trend that is found in other high redshift galaxies (figure 6 of Sommariva et al. 2012 ). Other gas metallicity indicators were reported in Christensen et al. (2012b) : R23, Ne3O2 and a direct measurement, yielding metallicities of 7.74 ± 0.03, 7.56 ± 0.11 and 7.76 ± 0.03 in 12+log(O/H), respectivelly, compatible to our estimations from the comparison with the Leitherer et al. (2011) local galaxy sample.
We compare system 1 with the mass-metallicity relation derived at high redshift by using equation (2) They argue that low metallicity gas inflow induced by the merging could explain the offset in the metallicity-mass relation of those outliers. The close presence of the companion (see Sect. 3) and high SFR might suggest that an earlier interaction could be a valid scenario for this high-redshift galaxy, but we cannot exclude other possible explanations.
Resolved properties
In this subsection, we make use of the full power of MUSE and explore the spatial extent of Ly α emission as well as the spectral variations seen in both Ly α and other non resonant lines across the galaxy. We focus this analysis on image 1.3, which covers the full extent of the source. Figure 9 . Equivalent widths of faint absorption features were estimated in three spectral windows (in red) of the normalised spectrum (in black). These were used as direct stellar metallicity estimators, following the work from Sommariva et al. (2012) . Applying their calibrations, we derive a low stellar metallicity for the first two windows (F1425 and F1460 indices) of 0.0424 and 0.0678 Z , respectively. Green dots: data from local galaxies (figure 15 of Leitherer et al. 2011 ) Red line: Equivalent width obtained for system 1 (dashed lines correspond to the error). In order, the panels represent the Si ii λ1260 , O i and Si ii λ1303 blend, C ii λ1334 , Si ii λ1526 features. All the above features point to a low metallicity object, when compared with the local sample.
Emission line spatial variation
We define a small cube, centred on image 1.3, from which we extract the spectrum of each spaxel, fitting the Ly α line with an asymmetric gaussian profile (see Sect. 4.1), and other nebular lines (C iii] λλ1907, 09, O iii] λλ1661, 66 , N iv] λλ1483, 86 ) with a single gaussian. All nebular lines are fit simultaneously, using a single common redshift. We repeat this process following a quadtree method, spatially binning the small cube in 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 pixels, depending on the quality of the Ly α (or nebular lines) fit. This allows us to investigate fainter parts of the galaxy, although with a lower spatial resolution. The resulting maps can be seen in Fig. 11 , with the peak shifts measured relative to the systemic redshift. Apart from the companion, which is consistently blue shifted relative to the central part of the main body by approximately 30 km s −1 , there is no clear trend in the Ly α map. The C iii] λλ1907, 09 map (insert in Fig. 11) shows variations on small spatial scales, with hints of a velocity gradient along the SE/NW direction, with an amplitude of ±25 km/s. In contrast, the central part of the Ly α map is very homogeneous with a mean redshift of 160 -170 km/s. This is only in the external parts of the Ly α halo that the Ly α peak shows typical variations of at most ±40 -50 km/s. Assuming that the bulk of the Ly α emission in this galaxy is produced from recombination in H ii regions inside the ISM, we can interpret the velocity field shown by the C iii] λλ1907, 09 map as the intrinsic velocity field of the Ly α emission, since C iii] λλ1907, 09 is a nebular line produced in the same H ii regions as Ly α . In other words, if Ly α were non-resonant, it would display the same velocity map as C iii] λλ1907, 09. Undergoing multiple scatterings in the surrounding neutral gas, the Ly α radiation imprints the relative velocity of the scattering medium between its production site and its last scattering location: Ly α transfer in a static medium leads to a double-peaked profile; if the scattering medium is globally infalling onto the Ly α source, the emergent Ly α profile is blueshifted; and if the gas is outflowing, Ly α is redshifted (e.g. Neufeld 1990; Dijkstra 2014) . The fact that the Ly α spectrum emerging from our halo is redshifted in every location is a probe that it scattered onto outflowing gas with respect to its production site. The asymmetric blue tail of the low ionisation absorption lines confirms that there is outflowing gas in the ISM of this galaxy, at least in front of the stellar continuum, although the strongest absorption is not blueshifted, tracing also static gas. On top of the bulk velocity of the scattering medium, the width and the shift of the maximum of the Ly α peak correlate with the column density of the scattering medium ( e.g. Verhamme et al. (2015) ). From the velocity map, the shift is between ∼150 -200 km/s everywhere, which is typical of high-redshift LAEs (Hashimoto et al. 2015) tracing typical column densities of the order of log(NHI)∼20.
As previously stated, the companion Ly α peak shows a small but significant shift relative to the main body (∼ 30 km/s). Assuming that the two bodies are embedded in the same gas envelope, with the same column density and dust distribution, this difference would imply that the companion is in motion relatively to the to the main body. However, as stated above, since we do not have nonresonant lines that directly trace the kinematics of the companion, it is also possible to image a scenario where medium around the companion is less optically thick than around the main body, which would equally explain the observed shift.
Surface Brightness Profiles
To study the spatial extension of this object, we use the Ly α line image described in Sect. 2 as well as a continuum image, defined after inspecting the combined spectrum and selecting contiguous wavelength ranges free of emission or absorption lines, with a total width of 140 Å redward of Ly α . To prevent contamination from the nearby companion, we mask out the corresponding region ( # 3 in Fig. 4 ) in the images.
Both images are reconstructed in the source plane, where the galaxy shows an elliptical shape (mostly due to the PSF in the source plane). We measure the average surface brightness in elliptical annuli of 0.3 kpc width. The major/minor axis ratio of the ellipses is defined by the ratio of the FWHM of an elliptical 2D gaus-
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velocity (km / s) arcsec arcsec Figure 11 . Ly α velocity map relative to systemic velocity. Small insert on left bottom corner: C iii] velocity map, also relative to the systemic velocity, of the central part of the galaxy (marked with a black dotted rectangle in the Ly α image). It is worth noticing that the C iii] velocity (which traces the gas kinematics) is not reproduced in the Ly α map, since not only kinematics but also resonant processes influence the frequency of the emitted photons.
sian fit to the Ly α line source plane image. The radius of the ellipse is converted into a circularised effective radius (r = √ (b/a) × a; Law et al. 2012 ) in kpc and the mean surface brightness is measured at each elliptical aperture in the Ly α and continuum images (see Fig. 12 ). Since these measurements are done in source plane, neighbouring pixels are highly correlated, so the noise level is estimated in the image plane and corrected for magnification and pixel rescaling. We also look for differences between profiles extracted along different radial orientations, once more excluding the companion, but find no significant deviations from the mean profile, indicating that the Ly α emission has a nearly isotropic shape.
In order to compare this result with other surface brightness studies it is important to disentangle the intrinsic size of the galaxy from what is observed due to the seeing. As a first approach, we assume that the intrinsic surface brightness profile can be well described with an exponential function: s(r) = C exp (−r/r 0 ), where s is the surface brightness at radius r and r 0 the scale length. To simulate the effects of the seeing, we build a sample of 2D exponential images with scale lengths varying from 0.2 to 2.0 kpc and convolve them with the source plane PSF. We then apply the same procedure used in the observations to obtain the surface brightness profile of these PSF convolved exponentials. Comparing the library of exponential radial profiles with the observations we find that the Ly α emission is best fit by a scale length of 0.98 ± 0.03 kpc and the continuum by 0.33 ± 0.02 kpc. The continuum surface brightness intensity does not deviate significantly from an exponential profile (see Fig. 12 ), whereas the Ly α emission is higher than this simple model at r > 4 kpc.
We compare this single exponential scale length with similar objects in the local Universe -the LARS (Lyman Alpha Reference Sample, Hayes et al. 2013 ) -a sample of local (z <0.18) star bursting galaxies. Hayes et al. (2013) measure the Petrosian radius (R P20 ) -the radius at which the local surface brightness is 20% the average surface brightness inside of R -of 14 local galaxies finding that these are generally substantially larger in Ly α than in the FUV. As in the case of the scale lengths, it is desirable to compare intrinsic (deconvolved from the PSF) R P20 values, which we estimate by converting the intrinsic scale lengths with R P20 = 3.62 r 0 .
We calculate a R Lyα P20 of 3.5 kpc, a value that is a lower limit due to the mismatch between model and observations on the outskirts of the galaxy, and 1.2 kpc for the continuum Petrosian radius. Comparing this with figure 3 from Hayes et al. 2013 , we confirm that this galaxy is comparable to this sample of local galaxies regarding Ly α /continuum extension both in absolute and relative scales of Ly α and continuum.
We cannot directly compare these values with the ones obtained from stacking of LBGs and LAEs (e.g. Steidel et al. 2011) , because in these studies only the more extended part of the profile are fitted, discarding the central region. Additionally, our previous approach does not fully reproduce the Ly α profile in the outer part of the galaxy, which prompts us to try to disentangle the contribution of the central part of the galaxy from the halo. To do this, we follow the approach introduced by Wisotzki et al. 2015 and model the emission as the sum of two exponentials, one aiming to reproduce the central emission originating from the star forming regions and the other the more extended gaseous halo. We once more make a library of PSF convolved profiles, and fix the scale length of the inner part to the one obtained from the continuum emission fit (0.33 kpc), obtaining a Ly α 'halo' scale length of 1.51 ± 0.18 kpc (Fig. 13 ). This new model brings some improvements compared to the simple exponential: the 4 < r < 7 kpc zone is now accurately reproduced. There is still a mismatch at larger radii, where the observations show an even more extended emission, which would require a scale length of ∼ 5 kpc, as estimated from the slope measured in the 8-12 kpc region.
Comparing the scale lengths of 0.33 and 1.51 kpc (continuum and Ly α respectively) with typical values obtained in high redshift studies is not easy, since system 1 is less massive and smaller system than the high redshift sources usually studied. For example, the continuum scale length of this particular object is 10 times smaller than typical lengths of the Steidel et al. (2011) sample. In a similar study, Momose et al. (2014) also make a careful analysis of stacked images in redshift bins from 2 to 6.6, finding a Ly α scale length of 5 to 10 kpc, for a redshift close to 3.5, which is higher than the scale length we obtained from the double exponential fit. This is nevertheless comparable to what we directly measure on the 8-12 kpc region, although we can not confidently argue that this region in this particular object corresponds to the extended emission measured in Momose et al. (2014) . We choose to instead compare the r 0 (Ly α )/r 0 (Continuum) ratio, to test if the extent of Ly α relative to the continuum in our small object is comparable to that of bigger objects: i.e., does the Ly α extension depend on the nature/mass/environment of galaxies? Using the Ly α scale length from the double exponential model, we obtain a ratio of 4.6, whereas Steidel et al. (2011) obtain a ratio of 7.4 for the global sample of LBGs and 8.8 for a subsample of Ly α emitters, suggesting that this system Ly α emission is less extended than these bigger objects compared to the continuum emission. We note that some of the differences may arise from the surrounding Mpc-scale environment, particularly the density of the circum-galactic medium, as concluded by Matsuda et al. (2012) . Wisotzki et al. 2015 recently used the newly obtained MUSE dataset on the Hubble Deep Field South to study a relatively large (26) sample of Ly α emitters on an object to object basis. These are galaxies with comparable or slightly larger scale lengths both in Ly α and continuum emission. Directly comparing the scale lengths we find two other sources in the HDFS sample at z = 4 with very similar values, although the Ly α / continuum ratio in our galaxy is slightly smaller than the typical ratio (∼ 5 − 10) of the Wisotzki et al. 2015 sample.
It is worth noticing that our error bars only include statistical errors. Systematics errors can affect the relative weights of the data points in the central part and the outskirts and be the source of the mismatch seen at r > 7 kpc. To test this we increased the relative errors in the central region to a constant value of 5%, matching the errors at 6 kpc where the observations start to deviate from the fit. Under this weighting scheme we would obtain a larger scale lenght (r o = 2.7 kpc) for Ly α in the double-exponential model, but the fit still does not reproduce the observations at r > 7 kpc. We alternatively tested the use of Sérsic profiles with 1 < n < 10 for the extended halo component but they did not provide a better fit in this region.
LYMAN α MODELLING
In this section we model the Ly α emission using a radiative transfer code predicting the spectra emerging from spherically expanding shells (Verhamme et al. 2006) . In our first approach, we fit the Ly α line using the usual library produced by the radiative transfer code, deriving the physical parameters that better describe the total and companion spectra. In the second part we try, for the first time, to test if the same simple expanding shell model can simultaneously describe the three main body spectra (central, halo, total).
Fitting of individual spectra with expanding shells
We separately fit the spectra of the main body and the companion with our library of synthetic spectra (Schaerer et al. 2011) which are characterised by four physical parameters: the lower numerical value corresponding to a Calzetti attenuation law for starbursts, the higher to the Galactic extinction law from Seaton (1979) . The intrinsic Ly α emission, before transfer, is modelled as a Gaussian plus continuum with two parameters: the intrinsic EW(Ly α ) and the intrinsic FWHM(Ly α ) of the profile. This library has already been successfully used to model Ly α profiles from high redshift star-forming galaxies (Verhamme et al. 2008; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2010; Vanzella et al. 2010; Lidman et al. 2012; Hashimoto et al. 2015) , but also in the local Universe (Atek et al. 2009; Leitherer et al. 2013, Orlitova et al. in prep) .
In order to limit the number of free parameters, we redshift the synthetic spectra to the observed redshift z = 3.50618; we fix the FWHM of the intrinsic Ly α profile to 140 km s −1 , the mean FWHM of the nebular lines as measured in the observed total spectrum, and we allow for only low extinction values, 0 < E(B − V) < 0.05, consistent with our stellar population results (Sect. 4.2.3). The results are presented in Fig 14, and the best fit parameters are summarised in Table 7 .
Reasonable fits are obtained for both spectra, although the extension of the red wing is not well reproduced. The best fit values of the parameters are very similar for both spectra, which may be expected given their similar shapes. The obtained expansion velocity is 100 km s −1 for both spectra and the column density is in the range 19 < log(N H i ) < 20 for the 10 best fits of each object, corresponding to typical values obtained in similar studies of high-redshift Ly α emitters. Compared with the results obtained by Christensen et al. (2012b) , who used a combination of hydrogen clouds and an expanding shell, we derive similar parameters for the column density and shell properties (Table 7) , but higher intrinsic equivalent width. This difference probably comes from the lower reddening in their model.
We should keep in mind that our model is an oversimplification of the circumgalactic gas around our object, that has certainly a more complex density and velocity distributions than the assumed homogeneous shell expanding at a single velocity. From the absorption profiles of the low ionisation lines (see Fig. 5 ) we see a Figure 14 . Best fits of synthetic Ly α spectra from homogeneous expanding shells to two different extracted MUSE spectra. Left: Total Ly α spectrum of System 1.3 in SMACS2031, Right: Ly α spectrum extracted from the companion. The models perform well on the bluer side of the peak emission, also correctly reproducing the peak, but fail to completely reproduce the red wing, predicting less flux than the one observed. Both models have similar physical parameters.
distribution of velocities and densities, with most of the gas being static or slowly expanding, but also outflowing material up to 500 km/s. The velocity and the column density values derived from the Ly α fitting can be interpreted as the effective velocity and column density seen by Ly α in this object and although they provide us with (at least) the right order of magnitude 1 , they are not direct measures and the real gas distribution is more complex than what can be learned from these models.
Comparision of synthetic spectra and surface brightness with observations
We now propose to further test the expanding shell model, by computing the synthetic surface brightness profile and peak shift map as well as spectra from the central and halo regions from our best fit model, and directly comparing them with the available observables.
The library of models used so far is not suitable to do this exercise since the spatial information (last scattering location of each photon before escape) is not computed and stored. For this reason we had to rerun the Ly α radiation transfer simulation corresponding to the best fit model of the global spectrum to retrieve this information. From this new simulation, we build a synthetic data cube: for each photon, we compute the radius of the last scattering location onto the projected image of the shell perpendicular to the escape direction. Thanks to the spherical geometry of our problem, the contribution of all photons is stacked to obtain a distribution of projected radii. Knowing the frequency and luminosity of each photon with a given r, we sample this distribution onto a 3D cube with two spatial dimensions and a spectral dimension. Our synthetic cube has 101 × 101 × 101 pixels, with a spectral range from ∼1205 to 1232 Å in rest frame, but no physical spatial scale, except for the fact that the ionising radiation is emitted from a central 1 Blind fitting of noisy synthetic spectra from expanding shells has been recently studied in detail by Gronke et al. (2015) , demonstrating that degeneracies exist among some parameters of the "expanding shell" model, but the column density and the expansion velocity are always accurately recovered.
point source, infinitely small compare to the radius of the expanding shell. The last step before building meaningful observables is the convolution of the cube with the MUSE PSF and line spread function (LSF). For the PSF, it is necessary to to assume a model physical scale, since it has a fixed size (that we convert to kpc in the source plane). The synthetic surface brightness profile will change depending on the assumed scale, and we use this fact to calculate a physical scale by fitting the observed Ly α surface brightness with the surface brightness extracted from a synthetic Ly α image (5480 to 5490 Å) following the exact same methodology used in the data (see Sect. 4.3.2) . After completing these steps, we are left with a synthetic data cube spatially and spectrally comparable with the observations. The next step is to define central and halo regions in the model equivalent to the the ones defined in the observations. We use the observed Ly α flux ratio obtained from the observed data -the central region contains approximately 40% of the total flux and the halo 60% (see Sect. 3) -and integrate the escaping photons from the model in elliptical annuli of increasing size (to compensate for the asymmetry of the PSF) until the fluxes from the model 'central' and 'halo' regions match the observed fluxes. We fit the total observed spectrum with the total synthetic spectrum, obtaining a flux normalisation factor that we use to rescale the synthetic central and halo spectra to their expected flux and compare them with the observations (see Fig. 15 ). Both synthetic surface brightness profiles of continuum and Ly α are in good agreement with the observations, although the synthetic surface brightness profile is flatter than the observations at large radii. Interestingly, the synthetic central and halo spectra fit quality is very similar to the one of the total spectrum: the global shape is well reproduced, but they cannot fit the extension of the red wing. We assumed a radius for the gas shell of 54 kpc, which corresponds to a total hydrogen mass in the shell of ∼2 ×10
9 M , about a third of what we obtained for the stellar mass.
Given the spherical symmetry of our geometry, the velocity maps show a radial gradient with the peak of the Ly α profile slightly shifting further away from line centre with radius, with an increase on the order of ∼ 50 km s −1 for our best fit. This variation Figure 15 . Left: Surface brightness profiles from observations (dotted lines) and radiative transfer models in an expanding gas shell (black lines) after PSF convolution. A good agreement between model and observations is obtained in the inner region for Ly α and C iii] λλ1907, 09. However at larger radii the model predicts more Ly α flux than observed. Right: observed and best model central spectrum in full lines (black and red, respectively) and observed halo and best model halo spectra, in dashed. The small velocity difference between central and halo region is correctly predicted by the model and it is interesting to notice that these fits reproduce the observations with the same quality as the one obtained with the global spectrum.
between central and edge is compatible with what we observe in the upper-right edge of the velocity map. The main difference between the observed Ly α maps and the model is the asymmetry seen in the observations, where the concentric distribution of velocities is not seen. This is not completely unexpected, due to the simplicity of the expanding shell model, that assumes, for example, a single shell of uniform density, a single ionising Ly α source, while HST data show at least two star forming regions in this galaxy, and does not account for possible interactions with nearby objects (does the companion interact with the gas?).
Overall, we conclude that the strong and diverse constraints provided by this observation are generally reproduced by a simple expanding shell model, which can altogether fit the integrated spectrum, the spatially resolved spectra, the surface brightness profile and the shift of the line peak with radius with good accuracy, although not perfectly. Alternative, more complex models have been suggested, for example incorporating biconical outflows (Mas-Hesse et al. 2003; Swinbank et al. 2007; Dijkstra & Kramer 2012; Laursen et al. 2013) , are beyond the scope of this study.
Finally, we combine information derived from the integrated spectrum and the expanding shell model to study the energetics of the gas outflow. We do so mainly following the considerations of Swinbank et al. (2007) M ) we obtain a kinetic energy of ∼2×10 56 ergs. We also estimate the gravitational influence of a dark matter halo of 10 11.8 M (typical for such a galaxy at these redshift, e.g. Moster et al. 2013) in the shell expansion. If we assume a simple point source scenario to calculate the loss of potential energy up to a 54 kpc radius, we obtain a loss of potential energy of ∼5×10 56 ergs. Bearing in mind that these are rough estimations, we obtain a coupling factor between the radiative energy from star formation and the gas of ∼35%.
SUMMARY
We present new observations of a high redshift (z = 3.5) L * galaxy, obtaining exceptional spectra quality thanks to both to the magnification of gravitational lensing and the high-sensitivity spatial coverage and resolution of MUSE. We summarise our main results below:
• The high signal-to-noise rest-frame UV spectrum contains a wealth of emission and absorption lines, which we combine to derive physical properties (density, temperature, gas covering fraction), in the central kpc of this young ∼ 6 × 10 9 M galaxy.
• We spatially resolve the extended Ly α emission and its velocity, as well as, for the first time, the associated C iii] kinematics in the central region. The Ly α emission has a very uniform profile across ∼ 10 kpc, showing only a small velocity shift that is unrelated to the intrinsic kinematics of the nebular emission.
• We identify a companion object, previously unknown, located 11.2 kpc away, only detected in Ly α emission. The line profile is similar profile to the main object, although blueshifted by 20 km s −1 .
• We find that both stellar population fitting and direct estimations yield compatible stellar metallicities: 0.07 and 0.05 Z . We derive an ISM metallicity of 0.016-0.065 Z , which agrees with previously derived ISM metallicities and also confirms that this particular object is ∼2 σ lower than the expected mass-metallicity relation.
• The Ly α emission is more extended than the continuum emission, with length scales of 1.51 kpc and 0.34 kpc respectively. Comparing this with the results of stacked images, this galaxy seems more compact (Ly α is less extended relatively to continuum) than what is obtained for bigger and more massive galaxies at equivalent redshifts. Nevertheless, this object is comparable with the local LARS sample and to some individual galaxies from the HUDF LAE sample.
• The observed Ly α line is well-fit by synthetic spectra generated from a spherically expanding ∼ 2 × 10 9 M gas shell model. We further test this model by comparing the predicted surface brightness and predicted central and halo spectra and conclude that this simple model is compatible with the observations. In our Ly α analysis, we not only fit the Ly α spectral-profile, but also compare the predicted resolved properties, such as spatially resolved spectra, velocity maps and surface brightness profile with observations. The discrepancies seen between the simulated and observed Ly α properties, despite their general qualitative agreement, demonstrate that the quality of the presented observations represent a challenge to current models, and show the power of such a comparison and the need for further studies of resolved LAEs to improve our understanding of Ly α properties. Future observations of lensing clusters, as part of the MUSE guaranteed time observations, will allow us to find more examples of such sources at high redshift, which might constitute a rich testing sample not only for Ly α radiative transfer codes predictions, but also for other galaxy evolution features, such as structure formation and chemical enrichment.
APPENDIX A
We describe here the information that can be retrieved from the intervening absorbers detected in the spectrum of System 1. By reconstructing the source plane image at each redshift we were able to derive the impact parameters for the three systems, 33 kpc for s2, 41 kpc for system 12 and 26 kpc for system 4 (proper coordinates). From the same MUSE data set, the spectrum of the intervening systems galaxies was also extracted and examined (see figure 3 from Richard et al. (2015) for systems 4 and 12). System 4 has a very faint continuum, and only the Ly α line can be identified, so not much information could be derived. As for system 12 and s2, both had enough signal in the continuum to allow us to measure systemic redshift from other lines than Ly α (C iv doublet in absorption for both systems) as well as to derive stellar mass and SFR (Table 9) using the same procedure as described in Sect. 4.2.3.
One of the questions that can be addressed by the study of intervening absorbers is whether we are probing in-falling gas or an outflow (or galactic wind) and what are their characteristics. It ( * ) Absorber probably related to system 11 (z = 2.256). Table 8 . Absorption lines not identified as system 1 lines. Given wavelengths are in observed frame and in air and equivalent widths in observed frame. Last columns matches the observed line with one of the intervening systems taken from , when the identification was possible, otherwise a label is given.
has been proposed that the azimuthal angle (the angle between the disk of the absorbing galaxy and the direction of the illuminating system) can be used to make the distinction between an outflow or an inflow through geometrical arguments: moving gas close to the disk vertical direction (azimuthal angles close to 90 degrees) has its most probable origin in galactic winds, since this is the only mechanism that can produce cool material systematically along the minor axis (Bouché et al. 2012 ). Comparing our azimuthal angles with the bimodal distribution obtained in Bouché et al. (2012) , we see that s2 is consistent with being in the inflow group but that system 12 is still compatible with the galactic wind hypothesis. This last system gas has a ∆v of 144 km s −1 and a specific SFR of 9.94 Gyr −1 . We briefly compare our results to those from Steidel et al. (2010) , who used stacks of low-resolution spectra from star-forming galaxies at z∼2.5 to obtain the typical equivalent widths of intervening absorption lines as a function of impact parameter. While we find that our rest-frame Si iv equivalent width (0.45±0.02Å) agrees well with theirs (0.39±0.08 Å at a mean impact parameter of 31 proper kpc), system 12 shows a significantly lower equivalent width of C iv. Specifically, since Steidel et al. (2010) do not resolve the C iv doublet, to facilitate comparison we add our two components together to obtain a rest-frame CIV EW of 0.498±0.001Å (while Steidel et al. 2010 obtain 2.13±0.15 Å) . This discrepancy could be attributed to, i.e., differences in ionisation state or relative abundances, however we leave a more detailed analysis to a future work. Table 9 . Physical parameters derived for the s2 and system 12 absorbers, respectively. z sys was measured in absorption lines (and emission lines whenever possible) on the absorber spectrum and z int from the absorption lines seen in the spectrum of system 1. Mass and SFR were estimated with the same techniques as for system 1 (see Sect. 4.2.3). Inclination (θ), azimuthal angle (α), and impact parameter (b) were measured on the reconstructed source plane images of each system.
